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MAXIME MÉCHIN

French Graphic & Web Designer, 28 years old, living in Barcelona.
Five years of extensive experience in graphic design, web projects,
mobile application design, user experience and interface.
I am looking for a position using my sharp skills in creativity, analysis
and problems solving.

EXPERIENCE
GRAPHIC & WEB DESIGNER

@Traffic Addicts
1 year - 2017
Barcelone - Spain

GRAPHIC & WEB DESIGNER

@DenDen Bros
1 year and 2 months - 2016
Barcelone - Spain

GRAPHIC & WEB DESIGNER

Created websites and landing pages from concept to development and
integration (web, mobile and responsive). Brainstormed ideas and mocked up
creative for advertising campaigns to develop funnels that drive sales.
Developed the brands of the company through marketing and visuals
materials.
Provided graphics for print and web, materials for marketing campaigns, logos,
icons and mobile application assets (iOs and Android).
Developped mobile application User Interface & Experience, resolving any
issues arised in the process by testing and iterating the mobile application.
Managed iOS mobile application testers by recruitment events, analysing their
performance, expectations, feedback and issues.

@Gomes Brothers
1 year - 2015
Tours - France

Developed the brand of the company through marketing and visuals materials.
Took part to the creation of a mobile application, brainstorming, testing,
iterating and developping graphic materials, UX and UI.
Provided graphics for mobile application assets (iOs and Android).

Freelance

Created graphic and marketing materials for e-commerce websites.

1 year

EDUCATION
BACHELOR’S DEGREE

Graphic and Web Design, UX/UI, print, packaging, 3D, animation, project and
marketing management, HTML/CSS, php, javascript.
1 year intership as Graphic and Webdesign at Coffret Infini.

@François Rabelais University
2008 - 2010

HIGHER NATIONAL DIPLOMA

Graphic and Web Design, marketing, print, animation, project, HTML/CSS, php,
javascript, photography and video.
3 months intership as Graphic and Webdesign at Gaumont Alphanim.

LANGUAGES

PROFESSIONAL SKILLS

FRENCH

Native

PHOTOSHOP

WEB UI / UX

ENGLISH Full Professional
Proficiency

ILLUSTRATOR

MOBILE UI / UX

HTML 5 CSS 3

ILLUSTRATION

WORDPRESS

PHOTO / VIDEO

@Paris XIII University
2011 - 2012

SPANISH Conversational Level

www.maximemechin.com

